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INTRODUCTION SECTION
This is who we are

School Purpose Statement
“To engage students in high quality Christ-centred educational experiences to transform them to be life-long learners, who will
serve God, making a positive impact in a changing world”.

Who we are:
Hamilton Christian School is a State Integrated, Coed Christian School in the growing area of North Hamilton. We currently have
440, Year 1-13 students and will grow over the coming years to our maximum roll of 850 domestic students with a further 40
international students.
2020 is our first year as an integrated school and therefore our first year of record for annual planning in line with the Ministry of
Educations guidelines for a Strategic Charter.

Achievement at a glance.

Year 1-8 2019 School Achievement Expectations

NCEA Results by Year and UE
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STRATEGIC SECTION
This is where we are heading

Strategic Goals - A Unique Context
Over the coming years, Hamilton Christian School will experience extraordinary growth. This growth will have an impact on our
culture, our Character and provide opportunities for us to develop our pedagogy further. During this process, we will continue to
strive for excellence in academics and will have additional, intentional plans around culture, pedagogy and the delivery of our
Special Character. The following are our three over arching strategic goals for the coming years while we grow the school.

Strengthen Academic Outcomes
-What we do-

Enrich
Culture
-Who we are-

Embed
Character

Enhance
Pedagogy

-Why we are-

-How we do it-

Unpacking our strategic goals:
Enrich Culture - Who we are.
Like much of New Zealand, Hamilton Christian School is blessed with the diversity of cultures who call this school home. As a
Christian School, it is important that all members of our community feel welcome and that they contribute to who we are. We
strive to not only be a provider of excellent educational experiences, but to do so in a way that is completely embedded in our
special character. Recognising, importantly that we are a Christian School within Aotearoa.

Embed Character - Why we are
There are many excellent schools within just a small distance from Hamilton Christian School. However, we are a school which
exists because we are fundamentally different in our hope and purposes for our Akōnga. Our school has five principal hopes for
our students; that they would be equipped to their full potential, that they would know that we are made in the image of God and
therefore have value. That we are all created and designed uniquely and ultimately can find our identity in who we are in Christ.
That in understanding our purpose and seeking to fulfil it, we find wholeness. And lastly, that our student will achieve
immeasurably more in their life if they live it through the strength that they find in the Lord.

Enhance Pedagogy - How we do it
Our pedagogy includes all that supports the curriculum to be delivered. In the context of Hamilton Christian School we expand
this beyond just the actions of the teacher. We choose to include the actual classroom environment, the tools that are used, as
well as the relationships that exist within and beyond the learning space. As we build spaces and cause learning to happen with
the aid of technologies we will continue to explore the effect each have on pedagogy to ensure our students best successes.

Strengthen Academic Outcomes - What we do
As a school, we exist to equip students for their future. Our culture, character and pedagogy form the context and purpose for
each students academic journey. Each year we will review our academic outcomes to ensure we celebrate our successes and
refine our process for the highest possible academic outcomes for our students.
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ANNUAL SECTION
This is what we are doing in 2020

Annual School Improvement Plan - An Overview

STRATEGIC GOAL

Annual Target

Strengthen Academic Outcomes

In order to strengthen overall academic outcomes for Hamilton Christian School, we have identified three places of inquiry
that we as staﬀ believe, if strengthen will make a significant diﬀerence to our overall achievement. Each goal is unpacked
in detail in following pages.
This year we will inquiry and implement practices that will;
• Strengthen Boys’ Writing in Years 1-8
• Strengthen Maori and Pasifika outcomes
• Ensure that, as far a possible, all learner who require or may need University Entrance, achieve it.

Enrich Culture

Hamilton Christian School is on a journey. For years there has been a solid connection between our school and our
community. Our culture is shaped in many ways, wine being that we are a full composite school with students from Year
1-13. We have developed a saying that encapsulates who we are as a school…it was first penned by a student and it
captures our culture well. We are a ‘small school and a big family’. This is something that we value. However, we are
called to grow. In fact we need to more than double in size in the near future.
We are under no pretence that this will have an eﬀect on our culture. Therefore we are going to use this growth to not just
hang onto what all we have valued in the past, but use this opportunity to enrich our culture. We are not likely to be a
small school soon, but we will strive to always be a big family. We want to be sure that who we are as a school, better
encapsulates the richness of the Aotearoa we live it. We need to deepen our expression of not just being a Christian
School, but what it is to be a Christian School in firstly, bicultural Aotearoa, and secondly, as a Christian School in an ever
increasingly multicultural New Zealand.
This year with our Kahui Aka we are inquiring into Culturally Responsive Relationships for Pedagogy in order to better
connect with all our learners. Furthermore we know we need to deepen our relationship with our local iwi. We are excited
to begins this journey.

Embed Character

For several years we have been on a journey to understand what it means to be a Christian School and how to be
intentional to be sure that what our students experience at Hamilton Christian School is not just a little bit of Christian and
then a little bit of education. Rather, we have frameworks and reflective questions in place that best ensures that our
students experience a diﬀerent education, not just through curriculum with a Biblical worldview but pedagogy that is
authentically Christian. As we grow in the coming year it is imperative that, while we may find ways to refine what we do
as a Christian School, that we remain intentional that this stay as the rock bed of why we do education.
This year to ensure common language and intentionality in what we define as our character all teachers are contributing to
the production of a book on Christian Education.

Enhance Pedagogy

This year we are on a journey to enhance how we do education at Hamilton Christian School. We have increased the use
of technology in the learning environment and are keen to ensure that this technology adds value to the learning
environment rather than creating a distraction to learners. As a school we are also needing to build at least 25 new
learning spaces. This year, while we explore the use of technology in adding value to academic outcomes we also want to
explore how learning environments have a similar eﬀect on learning.
This year we have two focus groups of staﬀ and students who will in various ways explore how space and technology can
add value to academic outcomes.

IMPROVEMENT PLAN: Learning
Strategic Goal: high quality Christ-centred educational experiences

Annual Goal: Eliminate the negative variance in Pasifika and Māori
students against other students in all levels of the school.

Baseline data and Annual Target:
Looking at our data there is a sad reality, that our Māori and Pasifika students are, on a whole not achieving as well as the rest of the student body.
Overall, 84% of our students achieved a pass rate across all subjects and year groups. However this reduced to 53% for Māori and Pasifika students.

When

What

Who

Indicators of Progress

Term One

Analyse the data! Break down the data and where possible
diﬀerentiating between year groups, subject areas and
standards.

All TLs and
WST.

Data will be distributed, time set for all Team Leaders to meet.
Will be complete once we have agreed to key areas for
development.

Term One

Identification: Endure all Maori and Pasifika students are
known to teachers.

All Teachers

All teachers to be distributed Enrol information that identifies
Māori and Pasifika students…sometimes culture is not
obvious

Term One

CRRP: Complete survey and analyse data from Rongohia Te
Hau. What can we learn from the data?

All staﬀ

Report will be provided to the EBoT with findings.

Term Two and
Three

Professional Learning: Ensure all teachers have the
opportunity for PD

SB and WST

Principal to ensure staﬀ have access to appropriate PD as
indicated from Rongohia Te Hau surveys.

Monitoring: Progress towards this goal will be reported to the board.
Resourcing: Resourcing for this goal is provided by the Kahui Ako, including one within school teacher.

IMPROVEMENT PLAN: Learning
Strategic Goal: high quality Christ-centred educational experiences

Annual Goal: Increase the achievement of boys writing in years 1-9.

Baseline data and Annual Target: Like many schools within our Kahui Ako, our boys, as a whole, are not achieving as well in writing as our girls do. Is it
because they are less imaginative in narrative writing, less descriptive in procedural writing, or weak in their arguments within persuasive writing? Not really, our
boys are imaginative, descriptive and can be very persuasive. Orally there is much less concern, but there is something in the writing process that simply does
not bring out the best in our boys.
In years 1-8, 89% of girls achieve at or above our school expectations while only 77% of boys achieve at that level. While 77% is the vast majority of all boys,
we would like to think they would find the same level of success as girls.
When

What

Who

Indicators of Progress

Term One

Analyse the data! Break down the data and where possible
diﬀerentiating between year groups, surface features/deeper
features and genre.

Y1-8 TLs

Data will be distributed, time set for all Team Leaders to meet.
Will be complete once we have agreed to key areas for
development.

Term One

Analyse the Program: Explore how writing is delivered to
Y1-8 TLs
students. Look at the eﬀectiveness of separating Deeper and
Surface features

Team Leaders to discuss the newly separated Deeper/Surface
feature writing programme to see if it is making a diﬀerence in
lifting success.

Term One

PD: Attend professional development on writing, with an
emphasis on boys in writing.

Y1-8 TLs

The professional development will inform development in this
area.

Term Two and
Three

Tracking Progress

Teachers with
TLs

Compare the diﬀerence between Girls and Boys in the
assessment of deeper features vs Surface features.

Monitoring: This will be reported to the principal at the end of each term. The reports will inform the development of writing for 2021.
Resourcing: Team Leaders have received release to enable the eﬀective inquiry and development for this target.

IMPROVEMENT PLAN: Learning
Strategic Goal: high quality Christ-centred educational experiences

Annual Goal: Have ALL students who desire/require UE this year to
achieve it.

Baseline data and Annual Target: In 2019 we were disappointed in the number of students who achieved UE. Our analysis of why they missed UE included
simple factors such as misunderstandings of how many credits were needed in literacy, or the number of subjects needed to achieve UE. We had some
students not attempting external standards because they had enough credits for Level 3, not realising they did not have enough credits across three curriculum
areas to achieve UE.
Our trigger for this goal is the current diﬀerence between those who achieve Level three, verse those who achieve UE. In 2018 and 2019 our students achieved
UE at 51% and 64% respectively, showing a 13 point improvement over 12 months. And last year 84% of Year 13s achieved Leaves 3 while only 64% achieved
UE. Possibly our largest failing is simply that we did not know who needed UE verses who didn’t…it is possible that all students who needed UE actually
achieved it. This year we want to know for sure.
When

What

Who

Indicators of Progress

Term 1

Identification of ‘leaving’ students pathways. In order to
know who needs UE, we need to know which students either
know they WILL go to university next year or need to keep
the option open to go to university.

PvB/HB

Petra/Hayden have discussed with each learning in Y12/13 to
identify who is intending to leave at the end of the school year
and know what they hope to do in 2021/2022

Term 1

Individual student course development: Make sure that
students who will or might need UE this year have the
appropriate courses and standards in order to get UE

HB

Hayden has checked each student who needs or who may
need UE to be sure the standards they are sitting this year will
enable them to achieve UE with a little buﬀer.

HB

HB/PVB will monitor the progress of each identified student to
ensure their ongoing progress towards UE.

Term 2, 3 and 4 Tracking of students progress and achievement towards
gaining UE.
EARLY Term 4

Conference with students who are at risk of not achieving
UE.

HB/PVB

Conference with each identified student to be sure the
understand how which credits are still required for UE

Term 4/early
2021

Resit or further opportunities given to achieve UE for those
who are short appropriate credits.

HB/PVB

If a student fails to achieve UE, provide opportunities for
either resits or new credits as appropriate.

Monitoring: This goal will be monitored through termly updates to the Principal and BOT.
Resourcing: The duties of this goal sit within the duties of the Head of Secondary and the Principal’s Nominee. No further resources are required for this other
than the possibility of time. If needed said staﬀ will be able to get internal cover to aﬀord them the time this duty requires.

Other 2020 Key Improvement Strategies to Achieve Strategic Goals
PROPERTY

Short Report

Work closely with the proprietor to
inform the redesign old learning
spaces and the design of new learning
spaces as we fulfil the our obligations
of the integration deed.

FINANCE

Short Report

To implement strong accounting
practises that both meet the
requirements of the Auditors and place
us in a strong position for the future
needs of the school.
We need to consider the potentially
hire the right staﬀ even before they are
funded from the MOE, and the impact
of furniture and equipment as we
grow.

PERSONNEL
Explore the design of senior and
middle management to have the best
overall eﬀect on outcomes, not just
academically, but also in terms of
character and cultural development.
Especially in terms of a school that is
undergoing extraordinary growth.
We also need to be intentional in the
pursuit of quality teachers who will be
a part of our school as we grow. This
could include employing people before
they are actually funded.
One thing that we can be assured of is
that change is diﬃcult for many
people. It is important to us that our
staﬀ and students are a significant
part of the journey ahead and that we
are responsive to the hauora of all
involved.

Short Report

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
While it is important to embed our
practices as an integrated school we
will look forward to engaging with our
community in ongoing for the future of
Hamilton Christian School.
Our biggest success will be in the
involvement of people beyond our
immediate whānau. We have always
engaged our current and past
community, but have been less
intentional in the engagement of
people beyond these groups.
As per our strategic goals in regards to
Culture and Māori and Pasifika, we
look forward to building stronger
connections with other cultures and
tangata whenua.

Short Report

